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1. Abstract 

Many dioecious organisms exhibit some level of sexual dimorphism; the sexes 

can differ in phenotype, and can have different fitness optima for certain traits and 

have different reproductive strategies. Sex-specific selection, thus, can be highly 

diverging in both magnitude and direction. When selection for a trait differs in 

direction we have antagonistic selection; this often leads to sexual conflicts since 

the two sexes share most of their genetic architecture. Sexual dimorphism is often 

seen as a resolution to sexual conflict, a way to decouple the genetic basis of traits 

under conflict and allow sex-specific expression. One way to better understand 

the evolution of sexual dimorphism is using a life history theory framework; 

where traits linked to growth, reproduction and survival are studied and 

quantified. These quantitative traits, their genetic architecture and how they 

covary within and between the two sexes, can be further studied using a 

quantitative genetics approach – G and B matrices. These are essentially genetic 

variance-covariance matrices of all traits measured, pairwise comparisons that 

give a picture of how these traits coevolve within an individual (G), but also how 

different traits covary between the sexes (B). These tools allow us to understand 

the underlying genetic architecture of life history traits, and also how these traits 

change under different and sex-specific selection pressures. This, in turn, will aid 

our understanding of how sexual dimorphism evolves. I end this review by 

focusing on a particular model species for studying these questions; the nematode 

Caenorhabditis remanei.  
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2. Introduction to sexual conflict and sexual dimorphism 

Difference between the sexes has been an area of interest for a long time 

and Darwin presumably mentioned it first in relation to sexual selection in his 

unpublished work from 1858 where he discusses the idea that natural selection 

can work by the “struggles of males and females”(Darwin & Wallace, 1858). In 

his famous publication, The Descent of Man, and Selection in Relation to Sex 

(Darwin, 1871), he discusses sexual selection in great length, although mostly in 

relation to human evolution. He uses the following definition of sexual selection:  

 “[…] that kind of selection, which I have called sexual selection. 

This depends on the advantage which certain individuals have over 

other individuals of the same sex and species, in exclusive relation to 

reproduction.” 

Most early studies, including Darwin’s observations, aimed at understanding and 

explaining sexual ornaments, such as a peacock’s plumage. These large 

extraordinary characters seemed maladaptive, going “against” natural selection, 

since often they make the individual more conspicuous and less able to escape 

predators. Darwin also asked himself why males often are the more “elaborate” 

sex (Darwin, 1871). Another long-standing question is the presence of sexual 

dimorphism itself. How come two individuals of the same species, sharing most 

of their genetic architecture, can exhibit such large phenotypic differences? In 

order to approach this question, we have to understand the underlying cause of 
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sexual dimorphism, that is sexual conflict. The field of sexual conflict was shaped 

by two landmark publications; first Trivers, in 1972, identified the connection 

between parental investment, adult sex ratio and sexual selection (Trivers, 1972), 

second Parker, in 1979, coined the theory of sexually antagonistic coevolution 

(Parker, 1979). Since these two publications new insights have, however, been 

achieved and sexual conflict took a place in the mainstream research world in the 

1990s (Lande, 1980; Arnqvist & Rowe, 2005; Bonduriansky & Chenoweth, 

2009).  

2.1.  Intra- and interlocus sexual conflict 

Genomes contain an enormous number of loci, many with several alleles. 

Even closely related individuals have different alleles at many of these loci, which 

is to say that all (non-clonal) individuals are unique in this aspect. With different 

alleles comes competition between them, and potentially also different 

evolutionary interests, which can result in a conflict. Intuitively, this conflict will 

be stronger between less related individuals as they will be more dissimilar 

(Hamilton, 1964). This is usually the situation for two individuals mating with 

each other, they are not only outbreeding but also belong to different sexes that 

often possess different mating strategies, increasing the potential for conflict, in 

this case often referred to as sexual conflict (Arnqvist & Rowe, 2005). To optimise 

fitness of traits important for such segregated reproductive strategies, the sexes 

experience different selective pressures often differing both in magnitude and 

direction. Selection favouring sex-specific optima is called sexually antagonistic 
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selection (Parker, 1979; Rice, 1984; Clutton-Brock, 1991). Sexually antagonistic 

selection will be more or less present in all sexually reproducing taxa (Trivers, 

1972; Parker, 1979). 

There are two main types of sexual conflict characterised by the genetic 

basis of the conflict; either a trait with a common genetic basis in the two sexes 

have sex-specific optima, or two sex-specific traits with different genetic basis are 

a source of sexual conflict (Rice, 1984; Gibson et al., 2002; Arnqvist & Rowe, 

2005; Bonduriansky et al., 2005). A trait that has sex-specific fitness optima, but 

an underlying genetic correlation between the sexes due to a shared genetic basis, 

which prevents them from reaching their optima independently is said to be under 

intralocus sexual conflict, described in figure 1 (Lynch & Walsh, 1998; Rice & 

Chippindale, 2001; Arnqvist & Rowe, 2005). This can result in three situations; 

i) an unresolved conflict, the population mean trait value being somewhere 

intermediate of the two optima (B), ii) a partially resolved conflict where the sexes 

have diverged but not fully reached their individual optima or mean trait values 

that are skewed towards one sex-specific optima with the other sex suffering 

fitness costs (C), or iii) a sexual dimorphism where the genetic basis of the trait 

has been decoupled allowing for sex-specific expression (D). Intralocus sexual 

conflict is present in all those cases where the direction of selection on a given 

allele depends on which sex it exists in, i.e., whenever there is a sex * genotype 

interaction.   
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Figure 1.  Intralocus sexual conflict. Grey area symbolises the trait distribution 
of a population, and the dotted line represents the trait optimal value (or fitness 
surface) Cox & Calsbeek 2008.  

Interlocus sexual conflict happens via the interaction between two traits of 

different genetic basis, that exist in either a male or a female. In these cases, a trait 

often increases fitness for one sex, but results in lower fitness in the other sex. In 

these cases, it is common for the other sex to evolve a “counter adaptation”, and 

this leads to an evolutionary arms race or coevolution with a cycle of counter-

adaptations (Rice & Holland, 1997). One example of this is genital morphology, 

where one sex (1) evolves a genital trait to manipulate the investment of the other 

sex (2) into the offspring from their mating, increasing the reproductive success 

of (1). This trait can reduce the fitness of (2) and/or make it less able to invest in 

subsequent reproductive events. This will result in strong selection in favour of 

any mutation occurring in (2) that contribute to a counter adaptation that limit the 

effects of the manipulations from (1). This, in turn, will increase the selective 
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pressure on (1) to further evolve this genital trait to better manipulate (2) and 

overcome its evolved counter adaptation, and so on. There is often no clear 

resolution to these kinds of conflicts (Parker, 1979). However, they can contribute 

to rapid evolution such as divergence between lineages and speciation (section 3).  

2.2. Sex-specific expression 

In general, the sexes share a large majority of their genomes, and in 

organisms with chromosomal sex determination there are a small number of 

genes, on parts of the sex chromosomes, that are not shared between the sexes. 

Their traits are, thus, usually strongly genetically correlated. Moreover, many 

cases of sexual dimorphism are the results of changes in genes on the autosomes, 

and since these genes occur in both sexes this can cause a constraint for sexual 

dimorphism to evolve (Lande, 1980; Lande & Arnold, 1983).  

In theory, if the genetic correlation between the sexes equals 1 (i.e. no independent 

genetic variance for the trait in either of the sexes), the presence of sexually 

antagonistic selection will result in an intermediate mean trait value (Figure 1. 

B)(Lande, 1980, 1987; Reeve & Fairbairn, 2001). It is, however, believed that the 

majority of shared traits harbour at least some sexually independent genetic 

variation.  

One obvious solution to intralocus sexual conflict is the decoupling of the 

genetic basis, resulting in the sexes expressing the trait independently – sex-

specific expression. Additionally, a change in gene function is much rarer than a 
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change in gene expression in these cases, this is likely due to the additional steps 

involved in changing gene function; gene expression can in theory be altered with 

a single mutation in the DNA coding for one regulatory element, while change in 

gene function often take several mutations following each other in a specific 

order. Moreover, theory predicts that sex-specific selection can favour the 

invasion of antagonistic mutations, but only when its benefits in one sex 

outweighs the cost to the other sex (Rice, 1984). 

Reaching sex-specific gene expression is not easy or fast. First, a novel 

mutation has to appear. This type of trait, a quantitative trait, often involve a large 

number of loci and the appearance of this trait can be a long-term process, unless 

a mutation appears in a regulatory element which, as mentioned above, may cause 

larger scale changes in gene expression. The resulting trait will have to have sex-

specific effects such as one sex experiencing higher fitness, but the other sex may 

suffer a fitness cost. If this mutation is going to spread in the population, however, 

it needs to avoid the negative effects of being expressed in sex where it causes a 

fitness cost, and this can only happen by a new mutation occurring that affects 

gene regulation in such a way that the gene is silenced in that sex. This kind of 

mutation would be hugely beneficial but may take time to occur by chance (Rhen, 

2000).  
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3. Sexual conflict and rapid evolution 

Another interesting aspect of on-going intralocus sexual conflict is what 

happens before a sex-specific expression is reached, when a trait has sex-specific 

fitness effects but is still expressed in both females and males. Such sexually 

antagonistic genes are thought to be an important source of genetic variation for 

a population (Foerster et al., 2007). Such traits are not removed by natural 

selection as fast as a trait that has negative effects in both sexes, because on 

average effect of the trait’s expression on the population will be neutral. Many 

traits that are being studied are in this stage of conflict, and it is these traits that 

can actually tell us something about the evolution of sexual dimorphism (Hesketh 

et al., 2013). It has been found that the resolution of intralocus sexual conflict by 

sex-specific expression may be constrained by the pleiotropic (multiple effects 

from a single gene) nature of many loci. In fact, one study found that loci 

exhibiting sex-biased expression are less pleiotropic than genes that are not under 

sex-specific expression (Mank et al., 2008), which suggests that there are 

evolutionary constraints acting on these antagonistic loci, potentially impacting 

the determination of the resolution of the intralocus sexual conflict.  

In the case of an interlocus sexual conflict, as mentioned previously, the 

antagonistic selection can lead to a co-evolutionary arms race between males and 

females, and there is no obvious solution. The selection pressure to evolve a 

“counter adaptation” against a progressively harmful adaptation in the other sex 
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is very strong, which may lead to fast changes on an evolutionary timescale. This 

is one kind of process by which populations of the same species can come to 

diverge and form new species, perhaps even when existing in the same 

environment, due to differences between populations becoming reproductive 

barriers (Parker & Partridge, 1998).  

4. Life History Theory framework 

Life history traits are phenotypic traits that are directly linked to growth, 

reproduction and survival. These traits are often strongly linked to each other and 

selection on one trait is often seen as a response in other traits, resulting in a life 

history syndrome of functionally integrated traits (Promislow & Harvey, 1990). 

Trade-offs between the traits are common, this is when a beneficial change (with 

regard to fitness) in one trait leads to a detrimental change in another trait (Gadgil 

& Bossert, 1970). The aim of life history theory is to understand variation in life 

history strategies, the relative investment into each life history trait and potential 

trade-offs (Stearns, 1989). This framework can also help us to answer questions 

about the evolution of sexual dimorphism; what do the sex-specific life history 

syndromes look like, how do they interact with each other, and what happens 

under ongoing sexual conflict? 

4.1. Quantitative genetics 

In order to study the patterns of life history evolution, and to understand 

genetic variation, mathematical analysis is essential (Cole, 1954; Provine, 1971; 
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Roff, 2001) and has been an integrated part of life history theory since the late 

1950s. Applied life history studies are, thus, often accompanied by the use of the 

quantitative genetics theory framework; this is the theory of inheritance of 

quantitative (or continuous) traits (Stearns, 1989). This theory uses a toolkit which 

is derived from the univariate Breeder’s equation;  

R=h2S.  

Where R is response to selection, h2 is heritability and S is the selection 

differential. Heritability is the proportion of the phenotypic variance in a 

population that is due to variance in additive genetic factors, essentially, it is the 

quantitative genetic parameter that tells us to which degree selection can produce 

a response in the next generation. The selection differential is the difference in 

mean between the selected and unselected individuals. By conducting certain so 

called breeding designs in an experiment, the genetic component can be estimated 

and correlated for multiple traits, giving an idea of how traits will respond to given 

selection pressures and in relation to each other (Falconer & Mackay, 1996). We 

can estimate the genetic component by looking at Parent-Offspring regression 

(Figure 2.), where the offspring value is plotted against mid-parent value and the 

slope is the broad sense heritability (h2). The parent-offspring regression will, 

however, give a simplified view of the genetic variance, because in addition to the 

additive genetic variance it will also include other sources of genetic variance, 

such as dominance, epistasis and linkage (hence the term broad sense heritability, 
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as compared to the narrow sense heritability, which refers to the ratio between the 

additive genetic variance and the phenotypic variance). This adds to the 

complexity to the study of evolutionary response to selection. By looking at 

specific sets of relatives that share different types of genetic variance (in various 

so called breeding designs), it is possible to achieve estimates that come closer to 

capturing only the additive genetic variance component. 

 

Figure 2. An example of a parent-offspring regression. The slope represents h2 
(heritability) of the trait measured. Figure from (Brommer et al., 2005). 

 

In order to get a realistic estimate of how life history traits interact, and get a 

better indication of the true life history syndromes, we would have to look at a 

suite of traits with a multivariate approach. For this, the multivariate Breeder’s 

equation is used; 

R=Gβ 

Here, G is the genetic variance-covariance matrix and β is the vector of 

directional selection gradients (Lande & Arnold, 1983). 
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4.2. G and B matrices 

G matrices are often used to investigate life history syndromes; they 

summarize the inheritance and genetic covariance of multiple life history traits 

(Lande, 1979). Life history traits may also have sex-specific optima, and as a 

result life history syndromes can differ between the sexes. When investigating 

sex-specific life history syndromes it can be helpful to think of the sexes as 

separate populations and estimate a separate G matrix for each sex (GF and GM), 

which allows us to also compare traits between the sexes using the between-sex 

between-trait matrix (B). 

 

Figure 3. A simple G matrix of two traits (1 & 2). 

Figure 3 shows a simple additive genetic variance-covariance (G) matrix of 

two traits; σ2
11 is the additive genetic variance of trait 1 within the population, σ2

22 

is the variance of trait 2 within the population, and σ2
12 is the covariance between 

the two traits within the population.  
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Figure 4. Multivariate matrix, where Gm is the full male G matrix, Gf is the full 
female G matrix, and B is the covariance of the traits between males and females. 

 

In Figure 4, instead of two traits, we compare one trait in both sexes 

(here treated as two populations); Gm is the variance of the traits in males, Gf is 

the variance of the traits in females, and B is the covariance matrix of the traits in 

males and females with its transpose BT. This is analogous to the G matrix, but 

extends it by looking at between-trait, between-sex covariances, treating the two 

sexes as two populations (Lande, 1980).  

 

 

Figure 5. Examples of covariance plots for traits. A circular shape indicates no 
covariance between the traits, whereas an elongated shape shows a covariance. 
Figure from Arnold et al. 2008. 

 

When measuring covariance, we can use standardised phenotypic values to 

estimate covariances on the phenotypic level, or genetic values to estimate genetic 
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covariances (see section 4.1.). The relationship between the values tells us 

something about how they interact; in Figure 5, we see a simplified example of 

two cases, the first case shows no covariance between the traits, while the second 

case shows a strong positive covariance. Covariance can be of different strengths 

and directions, which is of great importance when attempting to understand the 

interaction between traits and, thus, how they behave in the adaptive landscape 

(Lande, 1979; Arnold et al., 2001). The adaptive landscape is simply a 

visualisation of the relationship between one or more genotypes and reproductive 

fitness. If a trait has a negative covariance between the sexes, this means that there 

is antagonistic selection for that trait; an on-going intralocus sexual conflict. 

As mentioned above, a response to selection depends on the underlying 

genetics of the trait involved. Traits can constrain or facilitate each other’s 

response to selection via genetic covariances between them, and this is captured 

by the G matrix. In addition, different traits in the two sexes can similarly 

constrain or facilitate each other’s responses via the B matrix.  One way to 

investigate the potential for sexual dimorphism to evolve, is to compare the 

relative stability of the B to the G matrix. Theory predicts that the G matrix is 

more stable than the B matrix, since B is less subject to multivariate stabilising 

selection within an individual and is mostly a subject to indirect selection because 

it is not expressed within, but rather between, individuals (Barker et al., 2010). 

Additionally, a population with existing sexual dimorphism is assumed to already 
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have an asymmetric B matrix, since some traits have evolved sex-specific 

expression. This could mean that an already asymmetric matrix would be easier 

to shift even further with increased directional selection on one sex, but could also 

help stabilise it under some circumstances (Lande, 1980). 

 Investigating several key life history traits and creating their 

underlying G and B matrices allows us to understand what might happen to the 

shared genetic architecture in a population in response to sex-specific selection, 

and under on-going sexual conflict. It will also give us a better understanding for 

how, and how rapidly, genetic decoupling of a trait between the sexes could take 

place when the trait is under strong sex-specific selection. These are two 

interesting processes underlying the evolution of sexual dimorphism.  

5. A model system for the study of sexual dimorphism in life 

history syndromes: C. remanei 

 The nematode Caenorhabditis remanei (Figure 6) is a close relative 

of the commonly used model species C. elegans. However, C. remanei has two 

separate sexes – males and females, whereas C. elegans are hermaphrodites and 

males, as is the case for C. elegans. In nature, C. remanei can be found in compost, 

decomposing vegetation and soil where they live of bacteria (Sudhaus, 1974). C. 

remanei have a short generation time, approximately 3-4 days, with individuals 

reaching sexual maturity after 48hr, and a lifespan of 10-16 days. They are easy 

to keep and cultivate in the laboratory, and like many other nematodes, they can 
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be stored long-term in -80°C freezers (Sulston & Hodgkin, 1988). They naturally 

occur at large population sizes, and show large amount of genetic diversity (Cutter 

et al., 2006), which is beneficial for keeping genetically healthy populations in 

the lab, and the genetic diversity is crucial for selection experiments. The natural 

sex ratio for this species is 50:50 and both sexes mate with multiple partners 

throughout their lifetime.  

 C. remanei exhibits sexual dimorphism in important life history traits, 

such as timing of reproduction and body size. Hence, there is some level of sex-

specific selection in this species that has resulted in sex-specific expression.  

There is strong inter- and intralocus sexual conflict in C. remanei (Palopoli et al., 

2015), which is to be expected since the two sexes have different reproductive 

strategies, and theory predicts that the majority of the sexual conflicts are on-

going rather than resolved (Rice, 1984).  

 

Figure 6. C. remanei male on the left, female on the right. (Picture by Kristin 
Sikkink) 
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5.1.  Experimental approach 

In order to investigate how life history traits differ between the sexes of a 

species, and how these differences have evolved, one can empirically investigate 

how the underlying genetic architecture of important life history traits are affected 

by on-going sexual conflict. This will help us better understand the processes 

taking place during evolution of sexual dimorphism.  

In an attempt to do this, I am using an experimental evolution approach 

with artificial manipulation of the sex ratio so that it is strongly biased, which 

should increase the opportunity for sexual conflict. This is done for both sexes to 

create two treatments; male- (10:1) and female-biased (1:10). Populations will be 

allowed to reproduce under these conditions for 30 generations, and populations 

are also cryopreserved (frozen) worms from 15, 20 and 30 generations. I expect 

that selecting more strongly on one sex will cause the other sex to initially be 

“dragged” towards the life history trait optima of the other sex. Over time, 

however, strong sex-specific selection should break down the genetic covariances 

between traits and allow for sex-specific expression, and sexual dimorphism, to 

evolve.  

Using a quantitative genetic breeding design, I can quantify the changes in 

phenotype occurring due to the experimental evolution, and use the fact that 

relatives share parts of their genomes to estimate quantitative genetics parameters 

of the traits. I will assay the worms from the breeding designs to estimate the 
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genetic variances and covariances both within and between the sexes (Gf, Gm, B, 

BT, see Figure 4.); a midparent-midoffspring regression for G, mother-daughter 

and father-son regression for Gf and Gm, and mother-son and father-daughter 

regressions for B. From this data, I can construct full G and B matrices. Thus, this 

experimental evolution, and the subsequent quantitative genetics approach, will 

allow me to study how the B matrix acts as a constraint for sex-specific 

expression, both in the short- and long term.  

I aim to utilise the promise of experimental evolution and the tools of the 

G and B-matrices to in detail further our understanding of the evolution of sexual 

dimorphisms and sex-specific expression in any trait, and life history traits in 

particular. 
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